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AJMAN
MONISCIONE

by Elisa Grassi z photos by Nawaf Al Johani,
Gregor Aymar, Elisa Grassi, Scott Trees, Stuart Vesty

It can happen… in a certain moment in time, that a special
foal is born… a foal that will change the life of its breeder,
as well as the life of many breeders and mare owners all over
the world.
This is what happened to the Buzzi Family in 2003 when
a gorgeous chestnut colt was born to their home bred mare

Anthea Moniscione. It was a difficult birth. The foal was
very big and the mare had suffered long during labor. Once
the foal was delivered, Giancarlo and Rosanna realized right
away that there was something wrong with him. He hardly
could breath, exhausted from the long labor that brought
him to life. Their experience as farmers and long time horse
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breeders made them react fast so that they could save his life.
A difficult start, for what seemed to be an unbelievable foal.
It did not take them long to realize this colt was something
special… something they had never seen before.
Long time breeders of Arabians, the Buzzis have always been
in the winner circle at the Italian show scene. Their breeding
program was mainly based on Russian/Polish bloodlines
and their foundation mare, Armonia, was several times
bred to the Padron son Padron’s Ghibli. One of the resulting
daughters of this combination was Anthea Moniscione. A
liver chestnut beauty, just as her many full sisters, as Armonia
has blessed her owners with many outstanding daughters.
In 2002 a grey and stunning young stallion started his first

breeding season… and without knowing it, that year would
have marked the start of his legendary status as well. This
young stallion was the incomparable WH Justice. Giancarlo
and Rosanna Buzzi saw him and decided to give him
some of their best mares, which included Armonia and her
daughter Anthea Moniscione.
Never a decision was more wise.
2003 saw the birth a filly and a colt respectively out of these
two mares. Armonia gave them yet another daughter, Ania
Moniscione… a gorgeous grey filly with the biggest liquid
black eyes and chiseled face, now owned by the Ajman Stud.
While Anthea gave birth to what is today one of the most
influential sires of our time… Ajman Moniscione.
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MAGNUM PSYCHE*
ch 1995
ARABIAN
AHR #519029

PADRONS PSYCHE*
ch 15.2 1988
ARABIAN
AHR*418979

A FANCY MIRACLE
ch 1991
ARABIAN
AHR*465647
WH JUSTICE*
gr 1999
ARABIAN
AHR 569947

VONA SHER-RENEA*
gr 1989
ARABIAN
AHA #439932

EL SHER-MANN*
gr 1.55m 1985
ARABIAN
AHR 334099

RENEA
ch 1981
ARABIAN
AHR 238363

2003 chestnut, stallion
PADRONS GHIBLI*
ch 1991
ARABIAN
ITSB*3085

PADRON*
ch 15.0 1977
ARABIAN
AHR #175389

SANTANAS DALIGHT
b 1982
ARABIAN
ANTHEA MONISCIONE*
dk ch 1996
ARABIAN
AKTSZN
b 1986
ARABIAN
AHR*360313
ARMONIA
b 1991
ARABIAN
ITSB*4273
ANETTE
dk ch 1986
ARABIAN

PADRON*
ch 15.0 1977

PATRON *
ODESSA*

KILIKA*
b 15.2 1982

TAMERLAN*

SASAKI*
gr 1981

NAGASAKI*
SAFIA*

MEDINA AZAHARA*
ch 1979

GARBO*
GRAZALEMA*

EL SHAKLAN *
gr 15.3 1975

SHAKER EL MASRI*
ESTOPA*

GAZIRA
gr 1977

GAZI *
SUR-RAD RAZIYA

JASSEN *
gr 1972

MOHSSEN*
JAMAL COLLEEN

SHAMILLAZZAN
ch 1968

SHAHMILLA*
AZZAN-AZREK

PATRON *
ch 1,54m 1966

ASWAN*
PODRUGA*

ODESSA*
ch 1973

BRIGHT WINGS*
SERINDA

MS SANTANA*
b 1978

BASK*
SW SARUCHNA

DALIGHTFUL
ch 15.1 1977

DALUL*
AMIRA SHAMS

NEGATRAZ*
b 1971

BASK*
NEGOTKA*

ASTRAGA
b 1981

MERIDIAN*
ASPASJA

*NARIADNI*
ch 14.3H 1973

NABEG*
NARIADNAIA*

CL ANISETTE
ch 1980

SILVER CENTURY *
MARGERITA

KILIFA*
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These two foals were something different from all the Buzzi
had bred until that time. There was a new look added to
the already beautiful mares they owned. Grace, extreme type,
and the great charisma typical of the Russian bred horses
made these two foals stand out from all the others… and not
only at Buzzi’s farm.
It didn’t take long until people started talking about them.
They really created an international sensation with breeders
and trainers from all over Europe wanting to see the first
products of Wh Justice, and mainly these two foals… that
together with Panarea by Palawan, also born that year,
launched Wh Justice to become the incredible sire he is.
Giancarlo and Rosanna knew that this little colt had
immense potentials. As a show horse and one day as a sire as
well. Time proved them right.
After a couple of shows in Italy where Luca Oberti showed
him to his wins, Ajman Moniscione made his way to
Northern Europe after Frank Spoenle had set his eyes on him.
The relationship between Frank and Ajman and the Buzzi
Family went a long way and through incredible success.
Ajman Moniscione is one of the most exotic stallions the
breed has ever seen… His incredible face and huge black
eyes are really breathtaking and he has proved to pass on to
his sons and daughters these special features. He is one in a
lifetime horse. And the Buzzis knew from the beginning on.

Countless offers had been made from all over the world to
purchase Ajman. From his first outing he captured the hearts
of judges and crowds alike. Giancarlo and Rosanna made a
decision years ago to never sell him, even though tempting
offers kept coming… and still do…
The devotion the Buzzi Family has for this stallion, the
respect and appreciation are endless. He changed their lives,
and they know.
But let’s go back a few years when Ajman was only a two
year old colt. In the capable hands of Frank Spoenle he took
Europe by storm in 2005. Gathering championship titles
from Menton, to Aachen, to the Europeans, culminating
with the best head trophy and top ten awards in Paris. Ajman
Moniscione proved that year what his breeders believed from
the first moment they saw him… He was truly one of a kind.
But his countless show wins are nothing compared to what
he achieved as a sire. Breeders from all over the world fell
in love with him and entrusted their mares to this young
stallion.
The results fulfilled all expectations. Out of his first foal crop,
two fillies made a strong impact on the European show scene.
Baila De Djoon OS and Djoonam OS. Both bred by the
Osterhof Stud in Germany and now proudly owned by Al
Bidayer Stud in the UAE, these two fillies started to gather
success at the major shows in Europe and now, as senior
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mares are producing outstanding babies for their owner.
But the one daughter of Ajman that left an indelible mark
on the show rings worldwide, and for sure in the heart of
the Buzzi Family and the staff at Frank Spoenle Show
Training, is Alma Al Tiglio.
A beautiful chestnut filly owned by the Buzzis, who traveled
the world from Europe to the Middle East, to America,
winning titles on three different continents.
Menton Champion Filly, All Nations Cup, European and
World Reserve Champion Filly, Dubai Champion Filly as
well as Las Vegas Champion Filly, Alma Al Tiglio has been
a dream come true for the Buzzis. Sired by their home bred
stallion Ajman Moniscione, Alma brought the Buzzis to leave
Italy and travel the world to follow their outstanding filly.
Pride and joy were beyond compare for them as they saw the
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appreciation this filly gathered from so many different judges
around the globe. It would require a whole book to write
about all the successful offspring Ajman Moniscione has sired
in the last years. Offspring that have won important titles in
so many different countries. From Brazil, to North America,
to Europe and the Middle East.
We thank the Buzzi Family not only for breeding Ajman
Moniscione, but also for the love, devotion and respect they
always show for this stallion. He is continuing the legacy
his famous ancestors started and his sons and daughters are
carrying his name worldwide, and will continue to do so
in the years to come, while Ajman enjoys his life at Gestuet
Osterhof in Germany where Mr. Heinz Stoeckle takes the best
care of him and makes sure his legacy will continue for many
years to come. q
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Kanz Albidayer (Ajman Moniscione x DL Marielle), 2009 bay, stallion

Baila De Djoon OS (Ajman Mooniscione x Shak Shakira) 2007 chestnut, mare

AV Dalia (AV Dolimha x Ajman Moniscione), 2009 chestnut, mare
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Virginia Moniscione (Ajman Moniscione x Anna Moniscione) filly 2017

Delight’s Diva RB (Ajman Moniscione x Honey’s Delight RB), 2012 chestnut, mare
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D Reem (Ajman Moniscione x Kastilia M.A.F.), 2011 grey, mare

Alma Al Tiglio (Ajman Moniscione x Amanda Al Tiglio), 2008 chestnut, mare
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Dana Al Mohamadia (Ajman Moniscione x Felicia Psyche), 2009 bay, mare

Aijana OS (Ajman Moniscione x Mikaella PIN), 2012 grey, mare
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RP Grace Kelly (Ajman Moniscione x Pamira Bint Psytadel), 2009 chestnut, mare

Calypso OS (Ajman Moniscione x AB Nastrapsy), 2010 chestnut, stallion
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Djoonam OS
(Ajman Moniscione x Khaleifa)
2007 chestnut, mare

Elle Flamenca
(Ajman Moniscione x Allamara MA)
2013 chestnut, mare
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